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ABSTRACT
-,
A collaborative program between the Wheel Collision Center, located in Bath, PA,
and Lehigh University was undertaken to : (1) develop the process of repair welding
wrought and cast-aluminum automotive wheels, (2) assess the structural integrity of the
repairs, and (3) explore variations in the repair practices and procedures. In particular,
"'-/ .
questions such as the sensitivity of the repaired properties to the composition match
between wheel and weld, the effect of impact loading, and the behavior of repaired and
road-exposed material under cyclic loading needed to be addressed in order to provide a
more complete picture of the structural integrity of repaired wheels and to better define
the domain of wheel repairability that can maximize safety.
Structural integrity testing involved applying bending moments to open the rim-to-
flange juncture of the wheel cross section to simulate the deformation in an accident.
Tests on specimens made from 21 different wheels, showed that in the vast majority of
cases, the properties (maximum load, maximum deflection, and energy to maximum load)
of repaired specimens equaled or exceeded the road-exposed properties. Through
chemical analysis, three aluminum alloys were identified -- one with 6.8% silicon, another
with 10.5-13.5% silicon, and a third with 3.7% magnesium as the principle alloying
elements.
Of the various repair procedures employed, hot straightening and hot straightening
and welding were found to be non-damaging to the wheel's structural integrity. For
repairs involving welding, the best properties resulted from closely matching or slightly
underrnatching theconsumable welding rod composition to that of the wheel's principle
alloying element. Cosmetic welding has little effect on repair integrity, but cold
straightening can decrease the maximum load to failure. Post-weld heat treatments do not
degrade or provide a sufficient increase in properties..Results from fatigue tests indicate
that the fatigue lives are not compromised by the repair procedures.
I
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The overall objective of this project is the development of suitable engineering
procedures and equipment for repairing damaged, cast-aluminum automotive wheels, and
,. assuring the structural integrity of the repairs. Structural integrity testing involved
applying bending moments to open the rim-to-flange juncture of the wheel cross-section,
simulating deformation in an accident. Repair procedures, such as hot straightening, cold
straightening, cosmetic welding, and hot-straightening and welding were employed. The
fact that in some cases the repair procedures can degrade properties relati ve [0 roaJ-
exposed material is important because it may define the limit of reasonable expectations
for the repair.
The plan for achieving the objectives involved a number of tasks that were
conducted at the Wheel Collision Center and at Lehigh University. Some of the major
tasks included the following:
• Assess the applicability of original equipment manufacturer (OEM) guidelines and
other existing specifications for use with repaired wheels.
• Assess and define the role of various non-destructive investigation, NDI, techniques,
e.g., visual, dye penetrant, radiographic, and eddy current in the repair procedure.
3
• Identify and characterize wheel metallurgy. This involved chemical analysis,
metallography to reveal the road-exposed and repaired microstructure, hardness
measurements, etc.
• Catalogue wheels.by alloy and type (European, Domestic, Japanese, and Aftermarket)
to define a pattern for alloy identification.
• Develop and document the repair procedures and practices used by the Wheel Collision
Center.
• Explore variations in the repair practices and procedures and their effect on structural
integrity.
• Destructive testing to evaluate the structural integrity of the repaired material in
comparison to the road-exposed material.
Slow strain rate, or monotonic loading
Impact testing
Fatigue testing
• Study the effect and sensitivity of wheel/weld composition match on the structural
integrity.
4
• Assess surface treatments to hide weldlbase metal discontinuity, and to prepare the
wheel surface for painting.
• Assess the importance of post-weld solutionizing and ageing.
• Considering the results, modify the existing procedures for repair of damaged cast-
aluminum automotive wheels.
Lehigh University was responsible for coordinating the efforts on the various tasks
and for the testing and characterization aspects of this project. The Wheel Collision
Center was responsible for selecting wheels for repair, defining the repair practices and
procedures, and implementing any changes in procedures resulting from the structural
integrity assessment. Both groups collaborated in the test method development and design
of the experiments which were undertaken. What follows is a description of the outcome
of the efforts on various aspects of this project.
5
9CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF WHEEL LITERATURE AND SPECIFICATIONS
There is a wealth of information available from all the automobile companies,
namely OEMs such as General Motors1,2,3 and Chrysler4,5 on all aspects of wheel
manufacture, geometry, and testing. In addition, the Society of Automotive Engineers,
ASTM, and the SFI Foundation have developed specifications for testing, quality
assurance, and wheel performance6,7.,8,9,IO,II. A significant effort was spent reviewing this
material to establish guidelines that might be used for the tasks at hand, namely the
development of the repair procedures and validation of the structural integrity of the
repaired wheels.
1 "Metallurgical Requirements for Cast Aluminum Wheels," GM4337M.
2 "Tape Adhesion Test for Paint Finishes," GM9071P.
3 "Thermal Shock Test for Paint Adhesion," GM9525P.
4 "Road Wheel Strength Requirements," Chrysler Engineering Standard PF-4399.
5 "Cast Aluminum Road Wheels," Chrysler Engineering Standard PS-7138.
6 "Wheels-Passenger Cars - Impact Performance Requirements and Test Procedures,"
SAE 1175,
7 "Wheels-Passenger Cars - Performance Requirements and Test Procedures." SAE
1328a.
8 "Standard Reference Radiographs for Inspection of Aluminum and Magnesium
Castings," ASTM E155.
"Standard Methods of Tension Testing Wrought and Cast Aluminum- and
Magnesium- Alloy Products," ASTM B557.
10 "One Piece Aluminum and Aluminum Center/Steel Rim Wheels," SF!
Specification 5.1A.
"
II "Multi-Component Aluminum Wheels," SFI Specification 5.3A.
6
In principle, this body of literature should be of help defining the parameters
necessary to ensure the structural integrity of the repaired wheels. However, in practice,
this was not the case due to the variety of types of typical damage and repair procedures
and the extensive nature of the full scale lot testing required to evaluate even an
individual repair procedure. Consequently, it was necessary to devise novel methods for
testing the integrity of the repair procedures. The standards apply to wheel
manufacturers, but can be used as a guideline to develop similar standards for repaired
wheels.
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CHAPTER 3: POPULATION OF REPAIRED WHEELS
The majority of this study involved repair procedures for cases involving structural
damage of the inner (engine) rim portion of the wheel, the area where most damage
, occurs. The inner rim-to-flange juncture was found to have a lower stiffness, resulting
in a greater fracture propensity for the same applied load compared to the outer (curn)
section. The lower stiffness is a consequence of the absence of the lug, or 'spider',
attachment coupled with thinner cross-sections (see Figure la). It was the opinion of the
Wheel Collision Center that the majority of the cases of damaged wheels is in the inner
portion.
A total of forty-five wheel locations were used to prepare specimens for
mechanical testing (see Table 1). The conditions represented included road exposed,
cosmetic weld, cold straighten, hot straighten, and hot straighten and weld. The repairs
on the 21 wheels encompassed the repair procedures practiced by the Wheel Collision
Center to correct radial run out (flat or high spots), lateral run out (wobble), and cosmetic
damage. Some examples of the damaged and repaired wheels are shown in Figures 2
through 5. A total of 53 combinations of wheels and repairs were used for monotonic
testing and 4 combinations were used for fatigue testing.
These locations represent a number of different vehicle makes and models
including both OEM and aftermarket wheels. Wheel diameter ranged from 14 to 16
8
inches and width from 5.5 to 7 inches. Repair locations represented both inner (engine)
and outer (wheel lugs) rim-to-flange junctures. Several different welding rods were used
in the preparation of specimens for mechanical testing. Mechanical property data for cach
location studied was derived from 3 to 5 specimens. Exceptions to this were cosmetic
welds 4B and 8C where the repair was so localized that only one specimen could be used
to represent the repair location.
9
CHAPTER 4: REPAIR PROCEDURES FOR DAMAGED WHEELS
Wheel damage is typically caused by the wheel striking a curb, a pothole; or
another vehicle. The damage resulting from such incidents ranges from cosmetic to
structural, the latter requiring reconstruction of the wheel geometry. Cosmetic damage
is superficial and is regarded as having almost no effect on the structural integrity of the
repaired wheel. Consequently, the focus of this effort was on the types of repair
procedures for cases involving obvious structural damage.
Various procedures can be used to repair structural damage, but the three main
types employed include cold straightening, hot straightening, and hot straightening and
welding. The purpose of these procedures is to return the wheel, as. nearly as possible,
to its "road exposed" condition and maintain structural integrity, while eliminating damage
or crack-like defects caused by the accident. These procedures typically return the radial
and lateral "run out" to the original OEM specifications. Based on the results from
testing, the two repair procedures used to repair structural damage are (I) hot
straightening and (2) hot straightening and welding.
STRAIGHTENING
In the process of straightening radial damage, the damaged section of the wheel
is placed between a pair of steel dies, each approximately matching the curvature or the
wheel, and hydraulic pressure is applied to return the damaged section to original
10
curvature. An analogous procedure is used to return out-of-plane displacements to a
planar configuration. In some instances, a facing operation may be required to achieve
\
planaritt"Provided the displacements are modest, less than lI8-inch, and the damage has
( produced no cracks, this process is carried out at ambient temperature and is termed cold
straightening. An example of cold straightening is shown in Figure 2.
Hot straightening is used when geometric displacements resulting from the
accident exceed lI8-inch, Figure 3. The technique is similar to that of cold straightening.
First, an initial pressure is applied while the wheel is at room temperature. Then, the
damaged region is heated locally with a blow torch causing the applied pressure to fall
to 50 to 60% of the initial value. It is during the pressure relaxation step that the
geometric displacements caused by the accident are removed. The temperature reached
in the damaged material is in the range of 200 to 500°F. In the event that a single
relaxation step was not successful in returning the geometry to its original sha:pe, this step
is repeated. Again, out-of-plane displacements are returned to a planar configuration
using a similar process and a facing operation may be required to achieve planarity. If
the damage caused by the accident resulted in both large metal displacements and cracks,
then the repair procedure necessitates both hot straightening and welding, Figure 4.
WELDING
The initial weld preparation is grinding to remove cracks and other damage and
-
to produce a 45° bevel at both ends of the weld cross section. Next, the area to receive
11
weld metal is cleaned with a stainless steel brush and exposed to mineral and hydrofluoric
acid to remove thick oxide layers. The welding process employed is a TIG (Tungsten
inert gas) with an lI8-inch Tungsten grade Zirconium non-consumable electrode (welder:
TIG Syncrowave 350) and Argon as the protective atmosphere. Typically, the torch tip
is located about lI8-inch from the workpiece. The current and voltage ranges employed
in this study were from 90 to 200 amps and 19 to 27 volts, respectively. For purposes
of this study, several aluminum consumable electrodes (rods 4043. 4047.5356. and 5556)
and one magnesium electrode (AZ92A) were used. Figure 5 shows a typical cosmetic
weld repair.
12
CHAPTER 5: DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
Destructive testing was undertaken to evaluate the strength. ducl iii ty. and
toughness of the repaired material in comparison to variations in repair procedure and llJ
that of the adjacent road-exposed material. Both the monotonic and fatigue tests were
designed to simulate the behavior of the wheel's rim-to-flange juncture upon striking a
pothole or other obstacle. Damage is typically located in this area. Destructive testing
consisted of 3-point loading of the notched (or unnotched) right-angle and complete tire
bead cross sections of the wheels.
MONOTONIC SLOW STRAIN RATE TESTING
Monotonic, or slow strain-rate, testing was undertaken to evaluate the strength,
ductility, and toughness of the repaired material in comparison to variations in repair
procedure and to that of the adjacent road-exposed material.
Two specimen geometries were employed, Figures 6a and 7. Each specimen
contained external notches (O.OS-inch deep for the single rim-to-flange juncture and 0.15-
in deep for the complete tire bead specimens) to confine the plane of the crack to the
. region of the repair. The complete tire bead or "hat" shaped specimen contained two
regions with rim-to-flange junctures, Figure 7, and a spreader beam was used to force the
bulk of the deformation into the material at the notched cross sections. The contact points
of the spreader beam are shown in Figure 7. The specimens were loaded in displacement
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control at a rate of O.l-inch per minute using the INSTRON 4206. The maximum load
and maximum deflection was calculated by the INSTRON's computer. The energy to
maximum load was determined by tracing the area under the load-deflection curve up to
the point of instability using a digitizing pad. Tables 6 through 18 present the data
obtained from testing the rim-to-flange juncture specimens and complete tire bead
specimens.
Notch Effect
The purpose for introducing the notch was to force the fracture plane to follow the
area where the repair occurred. The results for wheels 1, 2, and 3 (all road-exposed, but
not repaired), Table 6, showed that in addition to confining the fracture plane to the
repaired region, the presence of the notch caused the expected decrease in the maximum
load, maximum deflection, and energy to failure. The largest decrease in properties
occurred for wheel 1 which was harder than wheels 2 or 3.
Inner Versus Outer Rim-to-flange Juncture
The difference in section thickness coupled with the presence of the lug
attachment region (wheel disk or "spider") means that inner and outer rim-to-flange
junctures do not have the same stiffness and fracture propensity for the same applied
loads. This result is dramatically illustrated by the data for the single rim-to-flange
specimens, Table 14, where Pmax and bmax equals 4542lbs. and 0.075 inches, respectively,
for the outer juncture versus Pmax= 131 I Ibs. and bmax=O.032 inches for the inner juncture.
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In every case, the properties for the outer juncture equal or exceed those of the inner
juncture.
Repaired Versus Road-Exposed - Single Juncture Specimens
For the single rim-to-flange juncture specimens, in 6 of 10 comparisons the
maximum load for failure of repaired material equalled or ex~eeded the corresponding
average value for road-exposed material, Table 19. The two exceptions were samples 8A
and 9A. In the case of the maximum deflection to failure, for all 10 repairs the repaired
material equalled or exceeded the road-exposed material. In the case of energy to failure,
measured by the area under the load deflection curve up to the point of instability, in 11
of 12 comparisons the repaired material equalled or exceeded the road-exposed material.
The conclusion from these observations is that in the vast majority of cases the
repair procedures do not damage the material's fracture resistance and even improved it
in some instances. In the two cases where there seems to be sollie degradation in
(
maximum load, 8A and 9A, it is important to identify possible causes.
In the case of repair 8A, which involved cold straightening, there was a difference
in thickness between both legs of the single juncture specimen. Also, the repaired
specimens had a longer thin leg (compared to the road-exposed specimens from wheel 8)
which would increase the moment arm, and thus, reduce the load to failure.
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In the case of repair 9A, there was a large difference in composition between the
wheel (about 12% Si) and the welding rod (0.25% Si, 5% Mg). Such a difference would
be expected to contribute to reduced strength and underscores the importance of trying
to achieve a reasonable composition match between wheel and weld metal.
Repaired Versus Road-Exposed - Complete Tire Bead Specimens
For the complete tire bead specimens, Table 20, the maximum load for failure of
repaired material equalled or exceeded that of the road exposed material in 5 of 6 cases.
The maximum deflection to failure of repaired material equalled or exceeded the road
exposed material in all 6 .~ases. In the case of energy to failure for wheel 10, both repairs
equalled or exceeded the road exposed material. Wheels I 1 and 12 railed by c\cc""i \ c
plastic deformation, not cracking, and energies were not recorded.
From these observations, it is clear that the procedures of hot straightening and hot
straightening and welding do not damage the material's fracture resistance and can even
improve it in some cases. Cold straightening caused some degradation in maximum load
for wheel 10.
IMPACT TESTING
Due to limitations in repaired wheel availability, full scale impact testing according
to SAE J175 could not be performed. Due to the complexity of the geometry required
for testing smaller samples, impact testing was deemed beyond the scope of this study.
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Impact testing, according to standards, depends on where the weight strikes the wheel.
The repairs are generally localized. An undamaged wheel is uniform with respect to
processing, while a repaired wheel had undergone additional forming. Testing of a repair
\~
procedure on a specific wheel by impact would require duplicate testing -- one where the
dropped weight hits the repaired area and another where the weight strikes the undamaged
area. This would ensure that all areas of the wheel are represented in the impact testing.
Limited wheel availability deemed full scale impact testing impossible.
FATIGUE TESTING
Fatigue testing evaluated the fatigue life at a specified load compared to the road
exposed material. Testing was performed under load control at a frequency of 10 hertz
on.3-n INSTRON fatigue tester. These samples did not contain edge notches. Fatigue
tests were conducted to determine the effect of various repair conditions compared to the
road-'exposed material on the fatigue life. Preliminary tests on wheel 7 assessed
frequency, notch, and unnotched effects.
The test procedures were developed from preliminary tests on wheel 7. The width,
thickness, and gauge length were measured at 100,000 cycle intervals to ensure
dimensional consistency. Using the maximum load from monotonic testing, a road-
exposed sample was tested at a frequency of 10 hertz to find a load where the majority
of samples broke::::;; 100,000 cycles. Assuming the sample did not break at the initial
load, the load was increased every 100,000 cycles until failure occurred. Another sample
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was then tested at this final load. Once the load corresponded to the desired fatigue lite
range, the same load was used for all the repair conditions for a given wheel. If the
sample broke within a few cycles, the previous load value was used. These procedures
were repeated for wheels 13 and 16. The number of cycles to failure were recorded for
each specimen. Sample dimensions were periodically checked to ensure that the samples
were not 'flattening' out.
The repair conditions studied include road-exposed, hot straightened, and hot
straightened and welded with the 4043 welding electrode consumable. Each repair
condition was represented in every wheel tested under fatigue. Five unnotched samples
were tested for each wheel and repair condition combination. The absence of the notch
in these samples avoided possible compliancy introduced by the presence of notches in
this material. Testing was completed for wheel 13 and partially completed for wheel 16.
The data can be see in Tables 21 and 22. Further testing involves the completion of
testing on wheel 16 and additional testing on wheels 17 and 18. These four wheels
represent the two casting alloys found in the study. Initial results indicate that the fatigue
lives are not compromised by the repair procedures defined in this study.
Wheels 13 and 16 represent the LM6 alloy. Further testing, including samples
representing the A356 alloy, is recommended to more accurately validate the fatigue life
of the repaired wheels.
18
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF REPAIRED WHEELS
Test results for monotonic loading of the single rim-to-flange juncture specimens
are given in Tables 6 through 15 and examples of load-deflection curves and computer
print-outs for the rim-to-flange juncture specimens and complete tire bead specimens are
shown in the Appendix. Test results for the "hat" or complete tire bead specimens are
given in Tables 16 through 18 and sample load-deflection curves are shown in the
Appendix. A t-tese2 was used to assess the signific:ance of factors including notch effect,
inner versus outer rim-to-flange junction, repair treatm~nt, composition match between
wheel and weld, and post-weld heat treatments on maximum load, maximum deflection,
and on energy to fracture. Results of the statistical comparisons are presented in Tables
.19,20, and 23.
For repairs involving welding, the best properties resulted by closely matching or
slightly undermatching the consumable welding rod composition to that of the wheel's
principle alloying element.
Results from fatigue tests indicate that the fatigue lives are not compromised by
the repair procedures.
12 Crow, E.L., et.a!' Statistics Manual, p. 57.
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CHAPTER 6: CHEMICAL AND MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Small sections of each wheel were removed and sent out for chemical analysis.
They were analyzed by spectroscopic, spectrochemical and wet chemical analysis, Table
2. NDI techniques are not effective in quantitatively identifying the alloying element
content13 • Tables 3 and 4 sort the wheels by alloy and type (European, Aftermarket,
Domestic, or Japanese), respectively, to identify any pattern in alloy identification. Rapid ~)
identification of the alloy may be necessary in the process of welding.
Chemical analysis of the twenty-one wheels revealed e~sel1lially three alulllillUlll
alloys, Tables 2 and 3. One contains silicon in the range of 6 to ~% with much smaller
amounts of iron, magnesium, and titanium. Another contains silicon in the range of 10:'\
to 13.5% with much smaller amounts of iron, magnesium, and titanium. These two
wheels are Al-Si casting alloys and were identified as possibly A356 or CC601 and LM6.
The third, wheel 2, uses 3.7% magnesium as the principal alloying element with lesser
amounts of manganese, silicon, and iron. This wheel was identified as a wrought alloy
with a possible alloy designation of 5454. It is important to have quantitative analysis
of the wheel composition in order to assess the importance of the match between wheel
chemistry and the composition of the consumable welding electrode, Table 5. The need
13 "Non-Destructive Rapid Identification of Metals and Alloys by Spot Test," ASTM
STP 550, pp. 32-33.
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for quantitative analysis negates the utility of chemical spot tests!3 for determining wheel
composition, at least for purposes of this study.
METALLOGRAPHY
Samples from each of the twenty-one wheels were mounted and ground according
to standard metallographic procedures. Polishing included 90 seconds on a 6/l diamond
rotating wheel followed by 1 hour on a vibratory polisher with CerCro. Final polishing
was done on a stationary SiOz wheel. The use of AI20, was avoided since this compound
tended to attack the microstructure revealing a 'peppery microstructure'. The samples
were etched with 1% hydrofluoric acid for approximately 10-20 seconds...
Road Exposed Material
Examples of the microstructure of the three aluminum alloys identified are shown
in Figures '8 through 11. In some wheels, there can be sizable interdendritic shrinkage
cavities, Figure 8a. An example of gas porosity, circular black areas, is shown in Figure
9. Porosity was detected in each wheel studied. The microstructure of all the wheels
revealed interdendritic shrinkage cavities, gas porosity (circular black areas), and
aluminum oxide inclusions.
Welded Material
Examples of the microstructure of two different welds are shown in Figure 12 and
13. Porosity is evident in the weld region, HAZ, and adjacent areas. Cracking, as
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represented in Figure 13c, occurred in the welded region during testing due to its
proximity to the notch. Cracking is more dependent on the notch presence than the weld
microstructure. No preference for crack initiation or propagation was found for weld.
HAZ, or base material.
HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS
Maximum load, maximum deflection, and maximum energy, as determined from
the results of monotonic testing, were plotted versus Brinell hardness. The results for
inner and outer rim-to-flange junctures were plotted separately due to their difference in
geometry and response to the applied loads. For the maximum load versus hardness, a
linear relation was found. In the case of the inner rim-to-flange juncture, the resulting
equation is
Pmax =34.2(HB)-733,
where HB is the Brinell hardness. The equation has a correlation coefficient R =0.962.
Data for wheels 8 and 8RE, seen in the bottom right of Figure 14 were omitted in fitting
the regression. For specimens taken from the outer portion of the wheel, the resulting
equation is
Pmnx =50.3(HB)-955.
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with a correlation coefficient, R =0.919, Figure 15. No significant trends were found for
maximum deflection or maximum energy versus hardness, Figures 16 through 19.
':,'
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CHAPTER 7: WHEELIWELD COMPOSITION MATCH
The information on the importance of the composition match between wheel and
welding consumable is based on the data from wheel 8 (8% Si, inner repair location) and
wheel 9 (12% Si, outer repair location). In the case of wheel 8, the composition match
is confounded by the fact that the geometry was different for the road-exposed and
repaired specimens. Nevertheless, the repaired specimens all had similar geometry and
all three showed the same trends regarding the fracture properties. These trends are that
the repair process: (1) degrades the maximum load, (2) increases the maximum deflection,
and (3) results in about the same energy to failure as for the road-exposed (unrepaired)
material. The best property match in terms of the maximum load occurred for repair 8D
which slightly undermatched the wheel Si-content.
In the case of wheel 9, closely matching or somewhat undermatching the wheel
composition resulted in equivalent or better properties for the repair welds than for the
road-exposed material. In the extreme case of undennatching, repair 9A (weld
composition 0.25% Si, 5% Mg) exhibited inferior load, deflection, and energy absorption
in contrast to the road-exposed material.
The importance of compositional match between the wheel and consumable
welding electrode was addressed by monotonically testing wheel 8 (8% Si) and wheel 9
(12% Si). The results suggested that the best properties occur when closely matching or
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somewhat undermatching the wheel Si content. Further testing on wheels 2, 6, and 7
(3.7% Mg, 12.15% Si, and 7.66% Si, respectively) was done to verify these results and
to define a method for matching the consumable to the wheel alloys.
For wheel 2, monotonic loading samples were prepared from material welded with
4043,4047, 5356, 5556, and AZ92A welding rod consumables. The samples welded with
AZ92A broke upon machining. The welder noted that these samples appeared 'porous.'
The best properties resulted when using the 5556 welding consumable. For this welding
electrode consumable, the maximum load. deflection and energy either equalled or q
exceeded that of the road-exposed material, Table 23. This welding consumable most
closely matched the composition of wheel 2 in Mg and Mn content. The data for this
wheel are shown in Table 7.
Samples for wheels 6 and 7 represent only the 4043 and 4047 welding rod
consumables. This was based on the results of previous testing of the other consumables.
It was found that these two are the acceptable consumables for ensuring the structural
integrity when welding the Al-Si castings. In the case of wheel 6, both the 4043 and
4047 welding consumables produced properties greater than or equal to that of the road-
exposed, with 4043 producing the greatest increase in properties, Table 20. For wheel
7, a decrease in the maximum load and an increase in maximum deflection and energy
to maximum load occurred for both welding consumables compared to the road-exposed
material, Table 20. Using the 4043 welding consumable caused the smallest decrease in
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maximum load and the largest increase in the other properties. The data for wheels 6 and
7 are presented in Tables 11 and 13, respectively.
From the results of testing on wheels 6, 7, 8, and 9, welding with the 4043
consumable produces the best properties compared to the road-exposed for all four
wheels. These wheels represent the two different AI-Si casting alloys encountered. More
generally, closely matching or somewhat undermatching the wheel Si content produces
the best properties in the cast-aluminum wheels. From the results for wheel 2, welding
with the 5556 consumable produces the best properties compared to the road-exposed
material. This welding consumable closely matches, or slightly undermatches, the
magnesium and manganese content in the wheel.
It is concluded that the cast-aluminum wheels should be welded with the 4043
welding rod consumable and the wrought wheels should be welded with the 5556 welding
consumables. These most closely match the major alloying element(s) in the wheels.
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CHAPTER 8: SURFACE TREATMENTS
WELDIBASE METAL DISCONTINUITIES
A literature search was conducted to find possible surface treatments that hide
welclJbase metal discontinuities. These discontinuities affect the cosmetic appearance of
the wheels to varying degrees, and have no influence on the structural integrity.
Two wheels, each with a different alloy designation, were welded on the spider
portion of the wheel with 4043 and 4047 to determine if one of the welding consumables
was a better cosmetic match. Both of these welding alloys are a match with respect to
the structural integrity of wheels with a alloy designation of either A356 or LM6. Both
revealed the welclJbase metal discontinuity upon observation.
From the literature, it is concluded that a surface roughness, which changes the
reflection of light, would need to be introduced to hide the discontinuities. The texture
that would be introduced would not match the other wheels on the customer's vehicle and
would therefore be undesirable.
PAINT PREPARATION
A polished sample of wheel 8 was immersed for 30 seconds in W4K 263 Dual-
Etch® Metal Cleaner and Conditioner, a Sherwin Williams product. It was then rinsed
under water, alcohol and dried. Figure 20a and 20b shows the microstructure before and
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after immersion in the Dual-Etch®. The sample was then immersed in I part PPG's
ChemFil Aluminum Conditioner DX501 and I part water for 3 minutes, rinsed in water,
alcohol, and dried. This product contains a slightly soluble fonn of a chromium (+6)
compound. It claims to produce a transparent chemical conversion coating, providing
corrosion resistance and paint adhesion. The resulting microstructure is seen in Figure
20c.
The microstructures reveal that the Dual-Etch® preferentially etches the silicon
particles, similar to the hydrofluoric acid etch. The ChemFil attacks the aluminum
dendrites as seen especially towards the edges of Figure 20c.
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CHAPTER 9: ASSESSMENT OF POST·WELD SOLUTIONIZING AND AGEING
Samples of wheels 6 and 7 welded with the 4043 and 4047 welding rod
consumable were subjected to a double heat treatment procedure. The samples were
solution heat treated at 450°C for 13 hours followed by rapid quenching in water held at
60°C and ageing by re-heating to 155°C for 4 hours. This process is included in wheel
repair procedures in New Zealand. The results of monotonic testing reveal that the heat
treatment process is not beneficial or significantly detrimental to the repaired properties.
For wheel 6, the properties for the weld and heat treated weld equalled or
exceeded that of the road exposed. The properties of the weld exceeded those of the heat
treated weld with the greatest increase seen in the samples welded with the 4043 welding
electrode consumable. Unlike alloy A356, the LM6 alloy is not heat treatable.
In the case of wheel 7, the maximum load for the welded material equalled or
exceeded that of the road-exposed for both the 4043 and 4047 welding electrode
consumables. The maximum deflection and energy to maximum load for the welded
material was essentially equal to that of the road-exposed for the 4043 welding electrode
consumable and less than the road-exposed for the 4047 welding electrode consumable.
For both consumables, the maximum load equalled or was lower than that of the road-
exposed material for both the welded and heat treated weld. The maximum deflection
and energy to maximum load for both the 4043 and 4047 weld and heat treated weld
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exceeded that of the road-exposed.
Post-weld heat treatments do not degrade or provide a sufficient increase in
properties. The data for the post-weld heat treated samples are presented in Tables 11
and 13. Statistical comparisons for the wheel properties are presented in Table 23.
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this project, a collaborative effort between Lehigh University and
the Wheel Collision Center, was to develop suitable engineering procedures and
equipment for repairing damaged, cast-aluminum automotive wheels, and to assure the
structural integrity of the repairs. The tests to validate repair integrity involved applying
bending moments to open the rim-to-flange juncture of the wheel cross section.
Based on the current investigation of the structural integrity of repaired cast-
aluminum automotive wheels, the conclusions are:
• For the single rim-to-flange juncture specimens, repaired properties equalled or
exceeded road-exposed properties for: maximum load, 6 of 10 wheels; maximum
deflection, 10 of 10 wheels: energy to fracture, 11 of 12 wheels.
• For the complete tire bead specimens (containing both inner and outer rim-to flange
junctures), the maximum load after repair exceeded that for road-exposed material in 5
of 6 wheels. Both maximum deflection and energy to fracture exceeded the road-exposed
values for all six wheels.
• The cases where the properties were decreased by the repair procedure could he
explained by either differences in specimen geometry (leg length for specimen 8A) or
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relatively large differences in composition between the consumable welding electrode and
the wheel (9A).
• Hot straightening, and hot straightening and welding did not damage the material's
fracture resistance and even improved it in some cases.
• The best properties for the weld repairs occurred when the weld composition either
closely matched, or slightly undermatched the wheel composition.
• Cold straightening decreased the maximum load to failure for 3 of 6 wheels.
• Cosmetic welding had almost no effect on the structural integrity of the repaired wheel.
• A linear relation was found between the maximum load to failure and Brinell hardness
for both the inner and outer rim-to-flange juncture specimens.
• Because of the difference in section thickness. the inner and outer rim-to-liange
junctures have different stiffness and fracture propensity for the same applied loads. The
properties of the outer juncture exceeded those of the inner juncture in every case.
• Given the unknown state of damage caused by road exposure. it is inappropriate to
offer a repair warranty or to accept liability for the repair.
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• Standard dye penetrant and/or visual inspection methods are suitable to define the
degree of wheel damage in-,order for the wheel to be repaired.
• Chemical spot tests are qualitative, and thus, not particularly well suited for matching
wheel and welding electrode chemistry.
• Of the twenty one wheels studied, chemical analysis revealed that they represented
three aluminum alloys - one with 6-8% Si, another with 10.5-13.5% Si, and a third used
3.7% Mg as the principle alloying elements.
• The best properties for repairs involving welding resulted when closely matching or
slightly undermatching the consumable welding rod composition to that of the wheel's
principle alloying element. Alloys 4043 and 5556 provide the best properties for the cast-
aluminum and wrought aluminum alloys, respectively.
• The weldlbase metal discontinuities can be cosmetically hidden by the introduction of
a surface roughness.
( • Impact testing could not be performed due to complexity of the geometry required.
Full scale impact testing according to standards could not be performed due to limitations
in wheel availability.
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• The post-weld heat treatment is neither beneficial nor significantly detrimental to the
repaired properties to warrant inclusion into the repair procedures incorporated by The
Wheel Collision Center.
• Initial results indicate that the fatigue lives are not compromised by the repair
procedures.
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TABLE I
POPULATION OF WHEEL REPAIRS
Sample #of Diameter Width Welding Repair Deflection Sample
No. specimens Designation (in) (in) Repair Procedure Rod Location Remarks (in) Geometry
101 5 BMW 14 7 road e;<posed inner rimlflange
2A 5 Jeeo 15 7 weld 5356 inner crack (I/S") rimlflange
2B 5 Jeeo 15 7 weld 4043 inner crack (I/S") rimlflange
2C 5 Jeep 15 7 weld 4047 inner crack (I/S') rimlflange
2D 5 Jeeo 15 7 weld 5556 inner crack (I/S") rimlflange
2E 5 Jeep 15 7 weld AZ92A inner crack (l/S") rimlflange
201 S Jeep 15 7 road e;<posed inner rimlflange
301 5 Pontiac 16 7 road exposed inner rimlflange
4A 3 VW#2S 14 6 straighten and weld 4043 outer no cracks 0.500 rimlflange
4B 1 VW#2S 14 6 cosmetic weld 4043 outer no cracks 0.125 rimlflange
401 5 VW#2S 14 6 road e;<posed inner rimlflange
4DO 5 VW#2S 14 6 road e;<posed outer rimlflange
SA 4 VW#IS 14 6 hot straighten inner no cracks 0.090 rimlflange
58 4 VW#IS 14 6 cold straighten inner no cracks 0.OS5 rimlflange
SOl 5 VW#IS 14 6 road exposed inner rimlflange
5DO 5 VW#IS 14 6 road e;<posed outer rimlflange
6A 5 Jeeo3H 16 7 hot straighten inner no cracks 0.275 rimlflartse
68 3 Jeep3H 16 7 cold straighten inner no cracks 0.100 rimlflange
601 5 Jeep3H 16 7 road e;<posed inner rimlflange
6DO 5 Jeeo3H 16 7 road e;<posed outer rimlflange
6D 5 Jeep3H 16 7 weld 4043 inner rimlflange
6DH 5 Jeep3H 16 7 weld, solutionize, age 4043 inner rimlflange
6E 5 Jeep3H 16 7 weld 4047 inner rimlflange
6EH 5 Jeep3H 16 7 weld, solutionize, age 4047 inner rimlflange
7A 4 Jeeo2H 16 7 hot straighten inner no cracks 0.050 rimlflange
701 5 Jeep2H 16 7 road exposed inner rimlflange
7DO 5 Jeep2H 16 7 road e;<posed outer rimlflange
7D 5 Jeep2H 16 7 weld 4043 inner rimlflange
7DH 5 Jeep2H 16 7 weld, solutionize, age 4043 inner rimlflange
7E 5 Jeeo2H 16 7 weld 4047 inner rimlflange
7EH 5 Jeep2H 16 7 weld, solutionize, age 4047 inner rimlflange
SA 3 Ford1H 15 5.5 cold straighten inner no cracks 0.050 rimlflange
S8 5 Ford 1H 15 5.5 hot straighten and weld 5356 inner crack (I/S') 0.140 rimlflange
SC 1 Ford IH 15 5.5 cosmetic weld 4043 outer no cracks 0.IS0 rimlflange
SOl 5 Ford 1H 15 5.5 road e;<posed inner rimlflange
SDO 5 Ford 1H 15 5.5 road e;<posed outer rimlflange
SD 5 Ford 1H 15 5.5 weld 4043 inner crack (I/S") rimlflange
SE 5 Ford1H 15 5.5 weld 4047 inner crack (l/S") rimlflange
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TABLE 1 (continued)
POPULATION OF WHEEL REPAIRS
Sample # of Diameter Width Welding Repair Deflection Sample
No. specimens Designation (in) (in) Repair Procedure Rod Location Remarks (in) Geometry
9A 5 BMW3S 15 7 hot straighten and weld 5356 outer cracks 0.750 rimlflange
9B 5 BMW3S 15 7 cold straighten inner no cracks -0.050 rimlflange
9C 5 BMW3S 15 7 weld 4043 outer crack (1/8") rimlflange
90 5 BMW3S 15 7 weld 4047 outer crack (l/8") rimlflange
9DI 5 BMW3S 15 7 road exposed inner rimlflange
9DO 5 BMW3S 15 7. road exposed outer rimlflange
lOA 5 Volvo 15 6 cold straighten outer
'.
hat
lOB 5 Volvo 15 6 cold straighten inner hat
IOD 5 Volvo 15 6 road exposed hat
lIA 5 Volvo 15 6 hot straighten outer hat
liB 5 Volvo 15 6 hot straighten inner hat
lID 5 Volvo 15 6 road exposed hat
12A 5 VW 15 6 hot straighten and weld outer hat
12B 5 VW 15 6 hot straighten and weld inner hat
12D 5 VW 15 6 road exposed hat
13A 10 Volvo hot straighten inner rimlrtange
13B 10 Volvo hot straighten and weld 4043 inner rimlflange
13D! 12 Volvo road exposed inner rimlflange
14 Honda .
15 Audi
16A 10 Porsche hot straighten inner rimlflange
16B 10 Porsche hot straighten and weld 4043 inner rimlflange
16D! 12 Porsche road exposed inner rimlflange
17A 10 Toyota 15 7 hot straighten inner rimlflange
17B 10 Toyota 15 7 hot straighten and weld 4043 inner rimlflange
17DI 12 Toyota 15 7 road exposed inner rimlflange
18A 10 Toyota 13 5 hot straighten inner rimlflange
18B 10 Toyota 13 5 hot straighten and weld 4043 inner rimlflange
18D! 12 Toyota 13 5 road exposed inner rimlflange
19A 10 Nissan 15 6 hot straighten inner rimlflange
19B 10 Nissan 15 6 hot straighten and weld 4043 inner rimlflange
19DI 12 Nissan 15 6 road exposed inner rimlflange
20 Nissan 15 6.5
21 peugot
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TABLE 2
Wheel Chemistry, weight %
Wheel # Mn Si Al Fe Mg Ti Sr
1 0.02 10.50 88.96 0.26 0.06 0.10 0.03
2 0.84 0.15 94.79 0.25 3.70 0.01 <0.01
3 0.03 6.76 92.52 0.17 0.27 0.02 0.02
4 0.01 12.54 87.25 0.08 0;03 0.06 0.03
5 <0.01 13.53 86.21 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.04
6 0.01 12.15 87.09 0.14 0.02 0.03 <0.01
7 0.01 7.66 91.71 0.09 0.33 0.12 0.01
8 0.01 7.92 91.57 0.07 0.27 0.07 0.01
9 0.01 11.79 87.78 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.04
10 0.01 11.57 87.71 0.27 0.35 0.08 0.01
11 <0.01 12.06 87.58 0.11 0.19 0.06 0.01
12 0.01 12.28 87.51 0.10 0.02 0.08 0.01
13 0.04 10.29 88.94 0.17 0.23 0.13 0.03
14 <0.01 7.86 91.51 0.08 0.39 0.13 <0.01
15 <0.01 11.88 87.69 0.11 0.19 0.09 0.03
16 <0.01 10.89 88.63 0.11 0.25 0.09 0.04
17 <0.01 7.60 91.60 0.19 0.44 0.15 <0.01
18 0.02 7.20 92.10 0.26 0.31 0.05 <0.01
19 <0.01 6.90 92.40 0.13 0.36 0.17 <0.01
20 <0.01 7.60 91.70 0.14 0.32 0.15 <0.01
21 0.01 7.31 91.88 0.27 0.32 0.13 <0.01
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TABLE 3
CATALOGUE OF WHEELS BY ALLOY
Pontiac (Domestic)
Jeep 2H (Domestic)
Ford IH (Domestic)
Honda (Japanese)
Toyota (Japanese)
Toyota (Japanese)
Nissan (Japanese)
Nissan (Japanese)
Puegot (French)
BMW (European)
VW #2S (European)
VW #lS (European)
Jeep 3H (Domestic)
BMW 3S (European)
Volvo (European)
VW (European)
Volvo (European)
Volvo (European)
Audi (European)
Porsche (European)
40
Jeep (After-market)
(rim only)
TABLE 4
EUROPEAN, AFTERMARKET, DOMESTIC AND JAPANESE
WHEEL CHEMISTRY, WEIGHT %
Wheel Mn Si Al Fe Mg Ti Sr
BMW (1) 0.02 10.50 88.96 0.26 0.06 0.10 0.03
VW #2S (4) 0.01 12.54 87.25 0.08 0.03 0.06 0.03
VW #lS (5) <0.01 13.53 86.21 0.07 0.03 0.07 0.04
BMW 3S (9) 0.01 11.79 87.78 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.04
Volvo (10) 0.01 11.57 87.71 0.27 0.35 0.08 0.01
Volvo (11) <0.01 12.06 87.58 0.11 0.19 0.06 0.01
VW (12) 0.01 12.28 87.51 0.10 0.02 0.08 0.01
Volvo (13) 0.04 10.29 88.94 0.17 0.23 0.13 0.03
Audi (15) <0.01 11.88 87.69 0.11 0.19 0.09 0.03
Porsche (16) <0.01 10.89 88.63 0.11 0.25 0.09 0.04
Puegot (21) 0.01 7.31 91.88 0.27 0.32 0.13 <0.01
Jeep (2) 0.84 0.15 94.79 0.25 3.70 0.0 I «(). () I
Pontiac (3) 0.03 6.76 92.52 0.17 0.27 0.02 0.02
Jeep 3H (6) 0.01 12.15 87.09 0.14 0.02 0.03 <().() I
Jeep 2H (7) 0.01 7.66 91.71 0.09 0.33 0.12 0.01
Ford 1H (8) 0.01 7.92 91.57 0.07 0.27 0.07 0.01
Honda (14) <0.01 7.86 91.51 0.08 0.39 0.13 <0.01
Toyota (17) <0.01 7.60 91.60 0.19 0.44 0.15 <0.01
Toyota (18) 0.02 7.20 92.10 0.26 0.31 0.05 <0.01
Nissan (19) <0.01 6.90 92.40 0.13 0.36 0.17 <0.01
Nissan (20) <0.01 7.60 91.70 0.14 0.32 0.15 <0.01
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TABLE 5
TIG Welding Rod Composition, weight %
4043 4.5-6.0 0.80 0.30 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.2
4047 -- 11.0-13.0 0.80 0.30 0.15 0.10 0.2
5356 0.25 DAD 0.10 0.05-0.2 4.5-5.5 0.05-0.2 0.1 0.06-0.2
5556 0.25 DAD 0.10 0.5-1.0 4.7-5.5 0.05-0.2 0.25 0.05-0.2
AZ92A 0.005 0.05 0.005 0.05 0.15 Rem. 1.7-23
Product Ni Si Fe Cu Mn Mg
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Cr Zn Ti Others Be AI
0.15 Rem.
0.15 Rem.
0.15 Rem.
0.15 Rem.
ruo o0002· x'.Y 7
().()()()~
TABLE 6
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RIM-TO-FLANGE JUNCTURE SPECIMENS
Preliminary Experiment
Net Energy Energy
SAMPL Notch Width Thickness Area Pmax delta Absorbe Absorbed
NO. Geometry (in) (in) l(in"2 (lb) max(in) (in-lb) Normalized HRb Remarks
lDI-1 U/l 0.502 0.277 0.139 1508 0.038 35 249 77.7 crack
lDI-2 Uj2 0.496 0.267 0.132 1557 0.043 40 304 77.5 crack
1DI-3 Uj2 0.498 0.264 0.131 1477 0.038 34 260 72 crack
Average
SID
Average
SID
0.499
0.002
0.269
0.006
0.134 15140.040
0.003 33 0.002
36
3
271
24
75.7
2.6
201-1 U/l 0.497 0.200 0.099 862 0.115 107 .-- 1077 30.5 flatteninjl
2DI-2 Uj2 0.498 0.194 0.097 992 0.108 91 938 29.5 flattening
2DI-3 Uj2 0.499 0.194 0.097 1014 0.052 39 407 29.9 flattening
Average
SID
0.498
0.001
0.196 0.098 956 0.092
0.003 0.001 67 0.D28
79
29
807
289
30.0
0.4
3DI-1 U/l 0.497 0.333 0.166 3399 0.026 47 284 40 crack
3DI-2 Uj2 0.500 0.334 0.167 3451 0.030 49 295 36.5 crack
3DI-3 Uj2 0.495 0.331 0.164 3213 0.024 40 245 37.3 crack
Average
SID
. 0.497
0.002
0.333 0.165 3354 0.027
0.001 0.001 102 0.002
46
4
275
21
37.9
1.5
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TABLE 7
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RIM·TO·FLANGE JUNCTURE SPECIMENS
Jeep (ARE)
Gage Net Energy Energy
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta Absorbed Absorbed
No. (in) (in) (in) (in A2) (lb) max(in) (in-lb) Normalized
2A-1 0.393 0.211 0.379 0.083 679 0.070 36 431
2A-2 0.407 0.195 0.380 0.079 670 0.098 53 673
2A-3 0.397 0.191 0.370 0.076 605 0.070 32 417
2A-4 0.410 0.202 0.380 0.083 550 0.022 7 86
,
l .......
Average
SID
0.402
0.007
0.200
0.008
0.377
0.004
0.080
0.003
626
53
0.065
0.027
32
17
402
209
2B-1 0.396 0.209 0.390 0.083 610 0.012 3 33
2B-2 0.404 0.196 0.388 0.079 555 0.025 9 117
2B-3 0.393 0.203 0.397 0.080 672 0.016 5 60
2B-4 0.406 0.208 0.390 0.084 767 0.022 8 95
Average 0.400
SID 0.005
0.204
0.005
0.391
0.003
0.082
0.002
651
79
0.019
0.005
6
3
76
32
2C-1 0.404 0.189 0.38&.1 0.076 499 0.020 4 46
2C-2 0.403 0.204 0.395 0.082 630 0.020 5 64
2C-3 0.405 0.201 0.388 0.081 527 0.016 3 33
2C-4 0.402 0.201 0.381 0.081 507 0.048 19 235
2C-5 0.400 0.191 0.371 0.076 462 0.029 9 116
Average 0.403
SID 0.002
0.197
0.006
0.385
0.008
0.079
0.003
525
56
0.027
0.012
112
77
20-1 0.405 0.209 0.400 0.085 1058 0.150 134 1579
20-2 0.401 0.223 0.404 0.089 1189 0.127 124 1385
20-3 0.404 0.195 0.392 0.079 446 0.028 8 100
20-4 0.408 0.213 0.405 0.087 1034 0.092 70 811
20-5 0.407 0.216 0.394 0.088 983 0.096 76 866
Average 0.405
SID 0.002
0.211
0.009
0.399
0.005
0.086
0.004
942
257 -
0.099
0.041
70
41
790
457
201-1 0.400 0.181 0.444 0.072 770 0.187 129 1777
201-2 0.397 0.179 0.444 0.071 759 0.181 124 1748
201-3 0.402 0.174 0.443 0.070 767 0.067 40 574
201-4 0.400 0.196 0.448 0.078 773 0.215 156 1990
201-5 0.400 0.194 0.448 0.078 900 0.085 63 812
Average 0.400
SID 0.002
0.185
0.009
0.445
0.002
0.074
0.003
44
794
53
0.147
0.059
102
44
1380
572
TABLE 8
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RIM-TO-FLANGE JUNCTURE SPECIMENS
VW#2S
.Gage Net bnergy bnergy
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta Absorbed Absorbed
No. (in) (in) (in) (in "2) (lb) max(in) (in-lb) Normalized HE
4A-l 0.404 0.431 0.654 0.174 1806 0.049 52 297 53.4
4A-2 0.387 0.407 0.638 0.158 1872 0.044 53 334 50.3
4A-3 0.383 0.404 0.628 0.155 2132 0.066 102 658 53.4
Average 0.391
SID 0.009
4B-l 0.390
0.414
0.012
0.421
0.640
0.011
0.622
0.162
0.009
0.164
1937
141
2333
0.053
0.009
0.064
69
23
101
429
162
614
52.4
1.5
53.4
401-1 0.394 0.223 0.460 0.088 945 0.029 18 202 53.4
401-2 0.400 0.226 0.466 0.090 928 0.037 19 205 53.4
401-3 0.399 0.238 0.461 0.095 1004 0.036 22 235 51.8
401-4 0.398 0.220 0.460 0.088 1008 0.039 24 270 53.4
401-5 0.390 0.231 0.466 0.090 936 0.034 22 240 53.4
Average 0.396
SID 0.004
0.228
0.006
0.463
0.003
0.090
0.003
964
35
0.035
0.003
21
2
230
25
53.1
0.6
4DO-l 0.395 0.413 0.627 0.163 2057 0.058 80 490 55.1
4DO-2 0.386 0.414 0.625 0.160 2199 0.065 94 586 56.8
4DO-3 0.386 0.407 0.624 0.157 2013 0.063 88 560 55.1
4DO-4 0.383 0.401 0.627 0.154 2077 0.058 82 531 53.4
4DO-5 0.386 0.410 0.624 0.158 2082 0.064 89 565 56.8
Average 0.387
SID 0.004
0.409
0.005
0.625
0.001
0.158
0.003
45
2086
62
0.062
0.003
87
5
546
33
55.4
1.3
TABLE 9
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RIM-TO-FLANGE JUNCTURE SPECIMENS
VW#lS
Gage Net Energy J::nergy
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta Absorbed Absorbed
No. (in) (in) (in) (in A 2) (Ib) max(in) (in-Ib) Normalized HB
5A-1 0.399 0.254 0.468 0.101 1230 0.058 54 531 53.4
5A-2 0.386 0.218 0.453 0.084 1143 0.08 40 477 53.4
5A-3 0.383 0.223 0.455 0.085 1064 0.044 33 383 50.3
5A-4 0.383 0.221 0.458 0.085 1152 0.053 44 525 51.8
Average 0.388
SID 0.007
0.229
0.015
0.459
0:006
0.089
0.007
1147
59
0.059
0.013
43
8
479
60
52.2
1.3
~
5B-1 0.402 0.249 0.476 0.100 1101 0.049 36 362 55.1
5B-2 0.381 0.223 0.464 0.085 995 0.048 32 376 53.4
5B-3 0.378 0.229 0.464 0.087 991 0.045 31 357 53.4
5B-4 0.387 0.231 0.46 0.089 1119 0.043 30 337 55.1
Average 0.387
SID 0.009
0.233
0.010
0.466
0.006
0.090
0.006
1052
59
0.046
0.002
32
2
358
14
54.3
0.9
5DI-1 0.390 0.233 0.470 0.091 1075 0.043 32 354 50.3
5DI-2 0.389 0.234 0.463 0.091 1058 0.038 25 270 50.3
5DI-3 0.385 0.233 0.456 0.090 976 0.03 18 203 55.1
5DI-4 0.386 0.227 0.461 0.088 1036 0.042 34 383 50.3
5DI-5 0.386 0.224 0.462 0.086 1026 0.044 33 385 50.3
Average 0.387
SID 0.002
0.230
0.004
0.462
0.004
0.089
0.002
1034
34
0.039
0.005
28
6
319
72
51.3
1.9
5DO-1 0.400 0.414 0.649 0.166 1988 0.051 59 356 62.5
5DO-2 0.403 0.419 0.658 0.169 1855 0.039 44 258 53.4
5DO-3 0.399 0.415 0.656 0;166 1807 0.040 48 288 58.6
5DO-4 0.399 0.412 0.643 0.164 2157 0.047 64 387 60.5
5DO-5 0.395 0.413 0.669 0.163 2161 0.065 101 - 618 56.8
Average 0.399
SID 0.003
0.415
0.002
0.655
0.009
0.166
0.002
46
1994
148
0.048
0.009
63
20
381
127
58.4
3.1
TABLE 10
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RIM-TO-FLANGE JUNCTURE SPECIMENS
J..p311
~ vage Net energy energyLength Area Pmax delta Absorbed Absorbed(in) (in) (in) (in~2) (Ib) max(in) (in-Ib) Normalized HB
6A-1 0.402 0.330 0.531 0.133 1813 0.053 61 458 66.8
6A-2 0.384 0.307 0.546 0.118 1481 0.034 32 269 60.5
6A-3 0.381 0.303 0.528 0.115 1655 0.046 52 447 64.6
6A-4 0.384 0.308 0.546 0.118 1497 0.045 44 372 62.5
6A-5 0.385 0.302 0.524 0.116 1740 0.048 57 492 66.8
Average
SID
0.387
0.008
0.310
0.010
0.535
0.009
0.120
0.006
1637
131
0.045
0.006
49
10
408
SO
64.2
2.5
601-1 0.398 0.325 0.610 0.129 1305 0.060 56 435 60.5
601-2 0.384 0.311 0.589 0.119 1455 0.043 38 321 58.6
601-3 0.384 0.306 0.596 0.118 1248 0.043 35 299 62.5
601-4 0.385 0.315 0.598 0.121 1304 0.052 47 389 62.5
601-5 0.386 0.311 0.599 0.120 1368 0.063 62 516 60.5
Average
SID
0.387
0.005
0.314
0.006
0.598
0.007
0.122
0.004
1336
71
0.052.
0.008
48
10
392
79
60.9
1.5
600-1 0.396 0.447 0.740 0.177 2642 0.055 89 502 69.1
600-2 0.394 0.449 0.742 0.177 2462 0.042 60 338 66.8
600-3 0.404 0.452 0.745 0.183 2448 0.049 75 412 64.6
600·4 0.397 0.446 0.744 0.177 2577 0.056 92 517 64.6
600-5 0.406 0.452 0.746 0.184 2563 0.049 83 453 58.6
Average
SID
0.399
0.005
0.449
0.002
0.743
0.002
0.179
0.003
2538
73
0.050
0.005
SO
11
444
65
64.7
3.5
60-1 0.403 0.363 0.570 0.146 2053 0.071 108 737
60-2 0.402 0.355 0.608 0.143 1697 0.089 116 B09
60-3 0.400 0.362 0.609 0.145 1750 0.067 76 523
60-4 0.398 0.350 0.579 0.139 1m 0.063 74 532
60-5 0.402 0.362 0.562 0.146 2184 0.074 115 789
Average
SID
0.401
0.002
0.358
0.005
0.586
0.019
0.144 1891 0.073
0.003 192 0.009
98
19
678
125
60H-1 0.396 0.357 0.603 0.141 mo 0.108 148 1043
60H-2 0.405 0.343 0.593 0.139 1704 0.078 90 645
60H-3 0.402 0.350 0.595 0.141 1443 0.045 41 290
60H-4 0.399 0.358 0.606 0.143 1524 0.061 64 448
60H-5 0.403 0.338 0.578 0.136 1529 0.052 56 411
Average
SID
0.401
0.003
0.349
0.008
0.595
0.010
0.140 1584 0.069
0.002 109 0.022
SO
37
568
264
6E-1 0.403 0.325 0.579 0.131 1733 0.055 60 460
6E-2 0.405 0.343 0.586 0.139 1609 0.053 60 430
6E-3 0.409 0.329 0.593 0.135 1443 0.057 55 407
6E-4 0.403 0.348 0.592 0.140 1890 0.076 95 674
6E-5 0.405 0.356 0.594 0.144 1622 0.048 48 336
Average
SID
0.405
0.002
0.340
0.012
0.589
0.006
0.138 1659 0.058
0.005 148 0.010
64
16
461
114
6EH-1 0.403 0.336 0.572 0.135 1423 O.oJ8 36 265
6EH-2 0.401 0.333 0.594 0.134 1596 0.083 99 739
6EH-3 0.404 0.336 0.598 0.136 1522 0.084 97 715
6EH-4 0.404 0.346 0.594 0.140 1700 0.098 114 816
6EH-5 0.396 0.336 0.599 0.133 1719 0.109 144 1084
Average
SID
0.402
0.003
0.337
0.004
0.591
0.010
0.136 1592.000 0.082
0.002 110.698 0.024
47
98
35
724
264
TABLE 11
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RIM-TO-FLANGE JUNCTURE SPECIMENS
Jeep 3H
Gage Net Energy Energy
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Proax delta .Absorbed Absorbed
No. (in) (in) (in) (in "2) (Ib) roax(in) (in-lb) Normalized
6DI-1 0.398 0.325 0.610 0.129 1305 0.060 56 435
6DI-2 0.384 0.311 0.589 0.119 1455 0.043 38 321
6DI-3 0.384 0.306 0.596 0.118 1248 0.043 35 299
6DI-4 0.385 0.315 0.598 0.121 1304 0.052 47 389
6DI-5 0.386 0.311 0.599 0.120 1368 0.063 62 516
Average
SID
0.387
0.005
0.314
0.006
0.598
0.007
0.122
0.004
1336
71
0.052
0.008
48
10
392
79
60-1 0.403 0.363 0.570 0.146 2053 0.071 108 737
60-2 0.402 0.355 0.608 0.143 1697 0.089 116 809
60-3 0.400 0.362 0.609 0.145 1750 0.067 76 523
60-4 0.398 0.350 0.579 0.139 1772 0.063 74 532
60-5 0.402 0.362 0.562 0.146 2184 0.074 115 789
Average
SID
0.401
0.002
0.358
0.005
0.586
0.019
0.144
0.003
1891
192
0.073
0.009
98
19
678
125
60H-1 0.396 0.357 0.603 0.141 1720 0.108 148 1043
60H-2 0.405 0.343 0.593 0.139 1704 0.Q78 90 645
60H-3 0.402 0.350 0.595 0.141 1443 0.045 41 290
60H-4 0.399 0.358 0.606 0.143 1524 0.061 64 448
60H-5 0.403 0.338 0.578 0.136 1529 0.052 56 411
Average
SID
0.401
0.003
0.349
0.008
0.595
0.010
0.140
0.002
1584
109
0.069
0.022
80
37
568
264
6E-1 0.403 0.325 0.579 0.131 1733 0.055 60 460
6E-2 0.405 0.343 0.586 0.139 1609 0.053 60 430
6E-3 0.409 0.329 0.593 0.135 1443 0.057 55 407
6E-4 0.403 0.348 0.592 0.140 1890 0.076 95 674
6E-5 0.405 0.356 .0.594 0.144 1622 0.048 48 336
Average
SID
0.405
0.002
0.340
0.012
0.589
0.006
0.138
0.005
1659
148
0.058
0.010
64
16
461
114
6EH-1 0.403 0.336 0.572 0.135 1423 0.038 36 265
6EH-2 0.401 0.333 0.594 0.134 1596 0.083 99 739
6EH-3 0.404 0.336 0.598 0.136 1522 0.084 97 715
6EH-4 0.404 0.346 0.594 0.140 1700 0.098 114 816
6EH-5 0.396 0.336 0.599 0.133 1719 0.109 144 1084
Average
SID
0.402
0.003
0.337
0.004
0.591
0.010
0.136
0.002
48
1592
111
0.082
0.024
98
35
724
264
TABLE 12
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RIM·TO.FLANGE JUNCTURE SPECIMENS
J..p2H
Gage Net energy energy
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta Ab'orbed Ab'orbed
No. (in) (in) (in) (in~2) (Ib) . max(in) (in·lbl Normalized HB
7A·I 0.391 0.315 0.548 0.123 2840 0.036 66 533 104
7A-2 0.385 0.306 0.550 0.118 2691 0.038 68 575 104
7A-3 0.385 0.307 0.535 0.118 2791 0.031 59 498 100
7A-4 0.387 0.3Q6 0.545 0.118 2847 0.039 72 605 104
Average
SID
0.387
0.002
0.309
0.004
0.545
0.006
0.119
0.002
2792
62
0.036
0.003
66
5
553
41
103.0
1.7
701-1 0.403 0.327 0.548 0.132 2761 0.035 46 352 100
701-2 0.385 0.307 0.540 0.118 2627 0.031 44 375 100
701-3 0.383 0.305 0.537 0.117 2648 0.027 39 336 100
701-4 0.385 0.308 0.538 0.119 2804 0.031 50 419 96.3
701-5 0.385 0.308 0.535 0.119 2600 0.025 34 2B3 92.6
Average
SID
0.388
0.007
0.311
0.008
0.540
0.004
0.121
0.006
2688
80
0.030
0.003
43
6
353
45
97.8
3.0
700-1 0.396 0.450 0.745 0.178 3871 0.036 73 409 109
700-2 0.400 0.446 0.740 0.178 4290 0.039 94 529 109
700-3 0.397 0.455 0.759 0.181 4301 0.045 103 568 109
700-4 0.417 0.443 0.747 0.185 3992 0.045 96 518 100
700-5 0.400 0.444 0.734 0.178 4024 0.041 85 478 100
Average
SID
0.402
0.008
0.448
0.004
0.745
0.008
0.180
0.003
4096
171
0.041
0.003
90
10
500
54
105.4
4.4
70-1 0.403 0.338 0.593 0.136 1754 0.095 124 910
70-2 0.399 0.325 0.57/ 0.130 1530 0.102 121 934
70-3 0.402 0.333 0.592 0.134 1554 0.102 123 922
70-4 0.398 0.342 0.592 0.136 1992 0.085 125 918
70-5 0.404 0.351 0.604 0.142 1459 0.099 113 797
Average
SID
0.401
0.002
0.338
0.009
0.592
0.009
0.136
0.004
1658
194
0.097
0.006
121
4
896
50
7DH-l 0.406 0.330 0.611 0.134 1435 0.089 89 668
7DH-2 0.401 0.355 0.604 0.142 167/ 0,1S1 203 1428
7DH-3 0.404 0.334 0.610 0.135 1301 0.147 159 1176
7DH-4 0.399 0.364 0.610 0.145 1481 0.089 100 691
7DH-5 0.404 0.363 0.622 0.147 1400 0.147 172 1174
Average
SID
0.403
0.002
0.349
0.014
0.611
0.006
0.141
0.005
1459
124
0.125
0.029
145
43
1028
299
7E-l 0.403 0.340 0.598 0.137 1484 0.057 63 460
7E-2 0.400 0.330 0.592 0.132 1871 0.051 65 490
7E-3 0.404 0.337 0.597 0.136 1558 0.104 124 912
7E-4 0.403 0.327 0.615 0.132 1645 0.072 88 666
7E-5 0.402 0.349 0.608 0.140 1617 0.067 73 519
Average
SID
0.402
0.001
0.337
0.008
0.602
0.008
0.135
0.003
1635
130
0.070
0.018
83
23
609
167
7EH·I 0.400 0.328 0.574 0.131 1451 0.130 154 1172
7EH-2 0.405 0.336 0.603 0.136 1395 0.112 125 915
7EH-3 0.405 0.333 0.607 0.135 1444 0.118 132 978
7EH-4 0.405 0.322 0.605 0.130 1370 0.133 156 1197
7EH-5 0.403 0.320 0.600 0.129 1288 0.120 125 971
Average
SID
0.404
0.002
0.328
0.006
0.598
0.012
0.132
0.003
1390
59
0.123
0.008
49
138
14
1047
115
TABLE 13
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RlM-TO·FLANGEJUNCTURE SPECIMENS
Jeep2H
Gage Net Energy Energy
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta Absorbed Absorbed
No. (in) (in) (in) (in" 2) (Ib) max(in) (in-Ib) Normalized
701-1 0.403 0.327 0.548 0.132 2761 0.035 46 352
701-2 0.385 0.307 0.540 0.118 2627 0.031 44 375
701-3 0.383 0.305 0.537 0.117 2648 0.027 39 336
701-4 0.385 0.308 0.538 0.119 2804 0.031 50 419
701-5 0.385 0.308 0.535 0.119 2600 0.025 34 283
Average
SID
0.388
0.007
0.311
0.008
0.540
0.004
0.121
0.006
2688
80
0.030
0.003
43
6
353
45
70-1 0.403 0.338 0.593 0.136 1754 0.095 124 910
70-2 0.399 0.325 0.577 0.130 1530 0.102 121 934
70-3 0.402 0.333 0.592 0.134 1554 0.102 123 922
70-4 0.398 0.342 0.592 0.136 1992 0.085 125 918
70-5 0.404 0.351 0.604 0.142 1459 0.099 113 797
Average
SID
0.401
0.002
0.338
0.009
0.592
0.009
0.136
0.004
1658
194
0.097
0.006
121
4
896
50
70H-l 0.406 0.330 0.611 0.134 1435 0.089 89 668
70H-2 0.401 0.355 0.604 0.142 1677 0.151 203 1428
70H-3 0.404 0.334 0.610 0.135 1301 0.147 159 1176
70H-4 0.399 0.364 0.610 0.145 1481 0.089 100 691
70H-5 0.404 0.363 0.622 0.147 1400 0.147 172 1174
Average
SID
0.403
0.002
0.349
0.014
0.611
0.006
0.141
0.005
1459
124
0.125
0.029
145
43
1028
299
7E-l 0.403 0.340 0.598 0.137 1484 0.057 63 460
7E-2 0.400 0.330 0.592 0.132 1871 0.051 65 490
7E-3 0.404 0.337 0.597 0.136 1558 0.104 124 912
7E-4 0.403 0.327 0.615 0.132 1645 0.072 88 666
7E-5 0.402 0.349 0.608 0.140 1617 0.067 73 519
Average
SID
0.402
0.001
0.337
0.008
0.602
0.008
0.135
0.003
1635
130
0.070
0.018
83
23
609
167
7EH-l 0.400 0.328 0.574 0.131 1451 0.130 154 1172
7EH-2 0.405 0.336 0.603 0.136 1395 0.112 125 915
7EH-3 0.405 0.333 0.607 0.135 1444 0.118 132 978
7EH-4 0.405 0.322 0.605 0.130 1370 0.133 156 1197
7EH-5 0.403 0.320 0.600 0.129 1288 0.120 125 971
Average
SID
0.404
0.002
0.328
0.006
0.598
0.012
0.132
0.003
50
1390
59
0.123
0.008
138
14
1047
115
TABLE 14
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON RIM·TO·FLANGE JUNCTURE SPECIMENS
Ford lH
Uage Net Energy Energy
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta Absorbed Absorbed
No. (in) (in) (in) (in A 2) (lb) max(in) (in-Ib) Normalized HB
8A-l 0.389 0.298 0.543 0.116 931 0.034 26 224 100
8A-2 0.384 0.283 0.537 0.109 990 0.033 24 222 926
8A-3 0.385 0.287 0.531 0.110 936 0.036 24 220 100
Average
STD
0.386
0.002
0.289
0.006
0.537
0.005
0.ll2
0.003
952
27
0.034
0.001
25
1
222
2
97.5
3.5
8B-l 0.397, 0.297 0.548 0.118 883 0.069 43 361 44.9
8B-2 0.384 0.269 0.524 0.103 909 0.069 51 494 43.6
8B-3 0.383 0.282 0.535 0.108 592 0.051 22 201 42.4
8B-4 0.386 0.258 0.536 0.100 771 0.048 25 249 41.3
8B-5 0.385 0.278 0.544 0.107 685 0.074 41 386 42.4
Average
STD
8C-l
0.387
0.005
0.401
0.277
0.013
0.437
0.537
0.008
0.620
0.107
0.006
0.175
768
119
4677
0.062
0.011
0.057
36
11
174
338
104
994
42.9
1.2
109
801-1 0.403 0.315 0.509 0.127 1374 0.033 27 216 100
801-2 0.384 0.289 0.503 0.111 1226 0.029 25 226 100
801-3 0.383 0.287 0.496 0.110 1354 0.032 25 227 96.3
801-4 0.385 0.290 0.501 0.112 1273 0.033 27 244 100
801-5 0.386 0.285 0.497 0.110 1330 0.031 62 563 96.3
Average
STD
0.388
0.007
0.293
0.011
0.501
0.005
0.114
0.007
1311
54
0.032
0.001
33
14
295
. 134
98.5
1.8 '
800-1 0.389 0.425 0.621 0.165 4655 0.072 207 1253 109
800-2 0.384 0.422 0.636 0.162 3987 0.080 175 1080 96.3
800-3 0.384 0.426 0.633 0.164 4067 0.065 142 867 100
800-4 0.390 0.427 0.620 0.167 4537 0.076 193 1159 100
800-5 0.386 0.435 0.569 0.168 5466 0.083 237 1413 100
Average
STD
0.387
0.002
0.427
0.004
0.616
0.024
0.165
0.002
4542
529
0.075
0.006
191
32
1155
182
101.1
4.2
80-1 0.390 0.288 0.502 0.112 1027 0.056 43 384 51.8
80-2 0.394 0.306 0.511 0.121 871 0.061 34 286 38.1
80-3 0.392 0.274 0.513 0.107 1108 0.076 58 535 44.9
80-4 0.393 0.281 0.507 0.110 981 0.051 33 298 42.5
80-5 0.401 0.287 0.504 0.115 1037 0.076 64 553 44.9
Average
STD
0.394
0.004
0.287
0.011
0.507
0.004
0.113
0.004
1005
78
0.064
0.010
46
12
411
114
44.4
4.4
8E-l 0.392 0.314 0.544 0.123 824 0.061 33 270 47.5
8E-2 0.398 0.295 0.541 0.117 702 0.059 27 230 53.4
8E-3 0.398 0.305 0.544 0.121 616 0.043 23 189 53.4
8E-4 0.388 0.304 0.543 0.118 767 0.064 38 323 51.8
8E-5 0.401 0.310 0.549 0.124 707 0.045 22 176 51.8
Average
STD
0.395
0.005
0.306
0.006
0.544
0.003
0.121
0.003
723
70
51
0.054
0.009
29
6
238
54
51.6
2.2
TABLE is
DATA FROM COMPRESSiON TESTS ON RIM-TO-FLANGE JUNCI1JRE SPECIMENS
BMW3S
Gage Net Energy energy
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta Absorbed Absorbed
No. (in) (in) (in) (in A 2) (lb) max(in) (in-lb) Normalized HB
9A-1 0.397 0.281 0.513 0.112 1540 0.043 44 392 55.1
9A-2 0.384 0.269 0.522 0.103 1380 0.050 42 409 60.5
9A-3 0.382 0.260 0.545 0.099 1177 0.031 22 221 69.1
9A-4 0.388 0.273 0.500 0.106 1221 0.030 18 168 58.6
9A-5 0.386 0.262 0.501 0.101 1051 0.033 19 193 60.5
Average
STD
0.387
0.005
0.269
0.008
0.516
0.017
0.104
0.004
1274
170
0.037
0.008
29
11
276
103
60.8
4.6
9B-1 0.403 0.259 0.520 0.104 1018 0.038 26 249 55.1
9B-2 0.384 0.242 0.507 0.093 997 0.039 26 280 53.4
9B-3 0.384 0.239 0.507 0.092 987 0.041 27 294 53.4
9B-4 0.386 0.245 0.507 0.095 994 0.035 26 271 60.5
9B-5 0.385 0.236 0.507 0.091 1006 0.045 35 388 53.4
Average
STD
0.388
0.007
0.244
0.008
0.510
0.005
0.095
0.005
1000
11
0.040
0.003
28
4
296
48
55.2
27
9C-1 0.388 0.329 0.535 0.128 1813 0.070 86 677 51.8
9C-2 0.387 0.318 0.530 0.123 1938 0.074 96 782 50.3
9C-3 0.392 0.316 0.533 0.124 1960 0.070 93 751 53.4
9C-4 0.393 0.298 0.536 0.117 1821 0.077 96 820 53.4
9C-5 0.399 0.306 0.537 0.122 1827 0.064 74 606 51.8
Average
STD
0.392
0.004
0.313
0.011
0.534
0.002
0.123
0.003
1872
64
0.071
0.004
89
8
727
77
521
1.2
90-1 0.391 0.294 0.540 0.115 1536 0.054 55 475 60.5
90-2 0.395 0.324 0.536 0.128 1851 0.068 77 600 56.8
90-3 0.398 0.314 0.530 0.125 1634 0.053 53 427 55.1
90-4 0.399 0.312 0.534 0.124 1680 0.059 59 477 53.4
90-5. 0.397 0.328 0.537 0.130 1918 0.077 98 755 56.8
Average
STD
0.396
0.003
0.314
0.012
0.535
0.003
0.125
0.005
J724
141
0.062
0.009
68
17
547
119
56.5
24
901-1 0.401 0.255 0.520 0.102 1094 0.049 38 367 60.5
901-2 0.391 0.245 0.511 0.096 1021 0.0# 31 319 53.4
901-3 0.383 0.247 0.502 0.095 1003 0.042 33 350 50.3
901-4 0.393 0.246 0.507 0.097 1045 0.040 31 323 50.3
901-5 0.385 0.249 0.504 0.096 1037 0.044 31 326 53.4
Average
STD
0.391
0.006
0.248
0.004
0.509
0.006
0.097
0.003
1040
31
0.044
0.003
33
3
337
18
53.6
3.7
900-1 0.394 0.286 0.495 0.113 1751 0.042 48 427 60.5
900-2 0.384 0.282 0.489 0.108 1701 0.038 44 405 53.4
900-3 0.383 0.280 0.487 0.107 1708 0.038 43 399 56.8
900-4 0.389 0.284 0.493 0.110 1698 0.044 54 484 56.8
900-5 0.393 0.295 0.493 0.116 1650 0.046 ' 49 419 55.1
Average
STD
0.389
0.004
0.285
0.005
0.491
0.003
0.111
0.003
1702
32
52
0.042
0.003
47
4
427
30
56.5
24
TABLE 16
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON "HAT" SPECIMENS
Volvo
Gage Net Energy Energy
SAMPL Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta Absorbed Absorbed Failure
No. (in) (in) (in) (in A 2) (Ib) max (in) (in-Ib) Normalized Location
lOA-1 0.202 0.193 1.667 0.039 262 0.192 35 905 outer
lOA-2 0.207 0.199 1.662 0.041 252 0.205 35 852 inner
lOA-3 0.206 0.193 1.714 0.040 276 0.210 40 1004 inner
lOA-4 0.200 0.192 1.679 0.038 255 0.222 40 1041 inner
lOA-5 0.195 0.192 1.699 0.037 264 0.202 36 959 inner
Average
SID
0.202
0.004
0.194
0.003
1.684
0.020
0.039
0.001
262
8
0.206
0.010.
37
2
952
68
'-----.:lO=B....:;.-l-J.1,--0_.3_95---L,--0._18_5_1 1.692 I 0.073 296 0.364
lOB-2 0.198 0.193 1.662 0.038 284 0.195 39 1021 outer
lOB-3 0.198 0.193 1.655 0.038 282 0.258 53 1385 inner
lOB-4 0.196 0.195 1.699 0.038 274 0.245 49 1280 outer
lOB-5 0.191 0.194 1.681 0.037 277 0.229 43 1172 inner
Average
SID
. 0.196
0.003
0.194
0.001
1.674
0.017
0.D38
0.001
279
4
0.232
0.024
46
5
1214
135
lOD-1 0.213 0.191 1.659 0.041 299 0.177 34 830 inner
lOD-2 0.205 0.191 1.696 0.039 273 0.181 32 819 inner
lOD-3 0.193 0.192 1.665 0.037 295 0.227 48 1286 outer
lOD-4 0.200 0.194 1.692 0.039 272 0.248 50 1291 inner
lOD-5 0.199 0.191 1.671 0.D38 288 0.252 52 1367 inner
Average
SID
0.202
0.007
0.192
0.001
1.677
0.015
0.039
0.001
285
11
53
0.217
0.032
43
8
1119
242
TABLE 17
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON "HAT" SPECIMENS
Volvo
Gage Net
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta
No. (in) (in) (in) (in "'2) (lb) max (in)
11A-1 0.321 0.182 1.674 0.058 261 0.262
11A-2 0.195 0.192 1.678 0.037 241 0.331
11A-3 0.203 0.195 1.746 0.040 243 0.307
11A-4 0.197 0.202 1.692 0.040 251 0.307
"
Average 0.198
SID 0.003
0.196 1.705
0.004 0.029
0.039
0.001
245
4
0.315
0.011
I 11B-1 I 0.398 0.072 249 0.297
11B-2 0.202 0.199 1.757 0.040 251 0.313
11B-3 0.200 0.199 1.688 0.040 237 0.311
11B-4 0.192 0.202 1.707 0.039 244 0.309
11B-5 0.199 0.199 1.723 0.040 245 0.324
Average 0.198
SID 0.004
0.200 1.719
0.001 0.025
0.040
0.001
244
5
0.314
0.006
11D-1 0.217 0.196 1.664 0.043 249 0.315
11D-2 0.207 0.196 1.679 0.041 235 0.311
11D-3 0.193 0.198 1.653 0.038 256 0.282
11D-4 0.192 0.198 1.684 0.038 235 0.317
11D-5 0.208 0.199 1.671 0.041 253 0.291
Average 0.203
SID 0.010
0.197 1.670
0.001 0.011
54
0.040
0.002
246
9
0.303
0.014
TABLE IS
DATA FROM COMPRESSION TESTS ON "HAT' SPECIMENS
VW
Gage Net
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Pmax delta
No. (in) (in) . (in) (in /'. 2) (lb) max (in)
12A-1 0.313 0.28 1.728 0.088 328 0.293
12A-2 0.203 0.285 1.759 0.058 346 0.127
12A-3 0.197 0.295 1.704 0.058 353 0.130
12A-4 0.192 0.296 1.720 0.057 417 0.112
12A-5 0.200 0.293 1.710 0.059 377 0.185
Average 0.198
SID 0.004
0.292
0.004
1.723
0.021
0.058
0.001
373
28
0.139
0.028
12B-1 0.211 0.302 1.694 0.064 345 0.299
12B-2 0.210 0.300 1.698 0.063 350 0.114
12B-3 0.206 0.291 1.691 0.060 357 0.231
12B-4 0.205 0.293 1.702 0.060 373 0.187
12B-5 0.198 0.292 1.708 0.058 362 0.163
Average 0.206
SID 0.005
0.296
0.004
1.699
0.006
0.061
0.002
357
10
0.199
0.063
12D-1 0.205 0.296 1.688 0.061 345 0.386
12D-2 0.199 0.299 1.705 0.060 342 0.341
12D-3 0.197 0.290 1.699 0.057 329 0.321
12D-4 0.203 0.311 1.758 0.063 453 0.069
12D-5 0.211 0.287 1.705 0.061 359 0.140
Average 0.203
SID 0.005
0.297
0.008
1.711
0.024
55
0.060
0.002
366
45
0.251
0.124
TABLE 19
Repair Comparisons For RimIFlange Specimens
Repair Null Hypothesis*
Wheel Location Comparison Effect Pmax bmax Emax
4 outer 4A vs. 4DO straighten and weld CR CR CR
4 outer 48 vs. 4DO cosmetic weld CR
4 4DO vs. 4DI inner VS. outer *** *** ***
5 inner SA VS. 5DI hot straighten R** R** R**
5 inner 58 VS. 5DI cold straighten CR CR CR
5 5DO VS. 501 inner VS. outer *** *** ***
6 inner 6A VS. 6DI· hot straighten R** CR CR
6 inner 68 VS. 6DI cold straighten CR CR CR
6 6DO VS. 6DI inner VS. outer *** 0=1 ***
7 inner 7A VS. 7DI hot straighten CR CR R**
7 7DO VS. 7DI inner VS. outer *** *** ***
8 inner 8A VS. 8DI cold straighten R CR CR
8 inner 88 VS. 8DI hot straighten & weld R R** CR
8 outer 8C VS. 8DO cosmetic weld CR
8 inner 88 VS. 8D VS. 8E welding rod CW CR CR
8 8DO VS. 8DI inner VS. outer *** *** ***
9 outer 9A VS. 9DO hot straighten & weld R CR R
9 inner 98 VS. 9DI cold straighten R CR CR
9 outer 9A VS. 9C VS. 9D welding rod
9 9DO VS. 9DI inner VS. outer *** 0=1 ***
*
**
***
+
CR
R
0=1
Null Hypothesis = (Repaired/Road Exposed)-1 = 0
Repaired> Road Exposed
Outer exceeds inner
For 8D, Pmax exceeded the other values
A was inferior to DO; C and D were superior to DO
Can not reject the null hypothesis
Reject the null hypothesis
Outer = inner
56
TABLE 20
Repair Comparisons For Complete Tire Bead Specimens
Repair Null Hypothesis'
Wheel Location Comparison Effect Pmax 8max Emax
10 outer 10A vs. 10D cold straighten R CR CR
10 inner 108 vs. 10D cold straighten CR CR CR
11 outer 11A vs. 11 D hot straighten CR CR
11 inner 118 vs. 11 D hot straighten CR CR
12 outer 12A vs.J2D hot straighten & weld CR CR
12 inner 128 vs. 12D hot straighten & weld
'-
CR CR
* Null Hypothesis =(Repaired/Road Exposed)-1 =0
CR Can not reject the null hypothesis
R Reject the null hypothesis
57
TABLE 21
FATIGUE DATA FOR WHEEL #13
Gage Net No. Cycles
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Load to
No. (in) (in) (in) (in "'2) (lb) Failure
13A-1 0.482 0.369 0.569 0.178 2750 100
13A-2 0.481 0.364 0.567 0.175 2750 530
13A-3 2750 104510
13A-4 0.488 0.363 0.568 0.177 2750 20
13A-5 0.491 0.367 0.575 0.180 2750 10
13B-1 0.488 0.357 0.565 0.174 2750 130
13B-2 0.483 0.360 0.567 0.174 2750 670
13B-3 0.481 0.351 0.568 0.169 2750 360
13B-4 0.497 0.365 0.566 0.181 2750 130
13B-5 0.491 0.356 0.561 0.175 2750 < 10
13DI-1 0.485 0.361 0.571 0.175 2750 140840
13DI-2 0.488 0.367 0.574 0.179 2750 220250
13DI-3 0.493 0.370 0.564 0.182 2750 265810
58
TABLE 22
FATIGUE DATA FOR WHEEL #16
Gage Net No. Cycles
SAMPLE Width Thickness Length Area Load to
No. (in) (in) (in) (in "'2) (lb) Failure
16A-1 0.475 0.267 0.579 0.127 2125
16A-2 0.488 0.272 0.593 0.133 2125
16A-3 0.490 0.271 0.592 0.133 2125
16A-4 0.489 0.263 0.591 0.129 2125
16A-5 0.488 0.268 0.586 0.131 2125
16B-1 0.487 0.261 0.642 0.127 2125
16B-2 0.487 0.265 0.613 0.129 2125
16B-3 0.490 0.257 0.597 0.126 2125
16B-4 0.486 0.266 0.607 0.129 2125
16B-5 0.486 0.270 0.596 0.131 2125
16DI-1 0.493 0.271 0.595 0.134 2125 56630
16DI-2 0.487 0.277 0.602 0.135 2125 22740
16DI-3 0.489 0.274 0.626 0.134 2125 300
16DI-4 0.494 0.273 0.600 0.135 2125 15050
59
TABLE 23
REPAIR COMPARISONS FOR WHEEL PROPERTIES
UNDER MONOTONIC LOADING
Comparison Effect Null Hypothesis'
Proax oroax Eronx
2A vs. 2DI weld (4043) R R R
2B vs. 2DI weld (4047) R R R
2C vs. 2DI weld (5356) R R R
2D vs. 2DI weld (5556) CR* CR CR
6D vs. 6DH weld vs. heat treatment R+ CR+ CR+
6D vs. 6DI weld (4043) R* R* R*
6DH vs. 6DI heat treatment R* CR* CR*
6E vs. 6EH weld vs. heat treatment CR+ CR CR
6E vs. 6DI weld (4047) R* CR* CR*
6EH vs. 6DI heat treatment R* R* R*
6D vs. 6E weld (4043) vs weld (4047) CR- R- R-
7D vs. 7DH weld vs. heat treatment CW CR CR
7D vs. 7DI weld (4043) R R* R*
7DH vs. 7DI heat treatment R R* R*
7E vs. 7EH weld vs. heat treatment R+ R R
7E vs. 7DI weld (4047) R R* R*
7EH vs. 7DI heat treatment R R* R*
7D vs. 7E weld (4043) vs. weld (4047) CR- R- R-
Null Hypothesis =(RepairedIRoad Exposed)-l) =0
* Repaired 2: Road Exposed
+ Welded 2: Welded, Solutionized and Aged
40432:4047
R Reject the null hypothesis
CR Can not reject the null hypothesis
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(b) Side view of wheel and locations of
rim-to-flange juncture specimens.
Figure 1. Top and side views of a typical wheel.
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Figure 2. Cold straightened repair.
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Figure 2. Cold straightened repair.
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Figure 3. Hot straightened repair.
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Figure 4. Hot straightened and weld repair.
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Figure 4. Hot straightened and weld repair.
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Figure 5. Cosmetic weld repair.
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Figure 5. Cosmetic weld repair.
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Figure 6. Plan and elevation views of the rim-to-flange juncture specimens.
(a) Notched and (b) unnotched. .
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Figure 7. Plan and elevation views of the complete tiJ:~ bead specimens.
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Figure 8. Microstructure ·of road exposed wheel 2. Etchant, 1% HF; magnification, 250X.
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Figure 8. Microstructure of road exposed wheel 2. Etchant, 1% HF; magnification, 250X.
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Figure 9. Microstructure of road exposed wheel 4. Etchant, 1% HF.
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Figure 9. Microstructure of road exposed wheel 4. Etchant, 1% HF.
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Figure 10. Microstructure of road exposed wheel 7. Etchant, 1% HF.
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Figure 10. Microstructure of road exposed wheel 7, Etchant. I (7e HF.
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Figure 11. Microstructure of road exposed wheel 8. Etchant, 1% HF.
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Figure II, Microstructure of road exposed wheel 8. Etchant, 1% HF.
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(c) (d)
Figure 12. Microstructure of welded region (weld alloy 4043) for wheel 8 (after testing).
Etchant, 1% hydrofluoric acid; magnification, lOOX.
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Figure 12, Microstructure of welded region (weld alloy 4043) for wheel S (after testing),
Etchant. 1% hydrolluoric acid: magnification. IOOX.
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Figure 13. Microstructure of welded region (weld alloy 5356) for wheel 9 (after testing).
Etchant, 1% hydrofluoric acid; magnifi.cation, lOOX.
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Figure 14. Maximum load versus Brinell hardness.
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Figure 15. Maximum load versus Brinell hardness.
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Figure 17. Maximum deflection versus Brinell hardness.
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Figure 19. Energy to maximum load versus Brinell hardness.
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Figure 20. Microstructure of wheel 8. Magnification, IOOX.
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Figure 20. Microstructure of wheel 8. Magnification. lOOX.
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APPENDIX
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Single Rim-to-flange Juncture Specimen
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VITA
Ellen Elizabeth Youngblood was born to Earl and Bertha Youngblood on July 14,
1971. She grew up in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania where she attended Mother of
Divine Providence for elementary school. She then attended Bishop Kenrick High School
in Norristown, Pennsylvania where she was active in such things as the band and
mathletes.
After graduating from high school in 1989, she attended Lehigh University where
she majored in materials science and engineering. During her four years as an
undergraduate, she worked for Arlan Benscoter in the metallography laboratory. Out of
the classroom, Ellen was active in the Residence Hall Association, SWE, the Student
Materials Society, and various other activities. She graduated in the Spring of 1993.
Two days after graduation, Ellen started graduate school at Lehigh University.
She received her Master of Science Degree in Materials Science and Engineering in May,
1995. During graduate school, Ellen served on the Lehigh Valley ASMI Chapter's
Executive Board as the Student Outreach Chairperson. She will continue this position for
at least another year. Ellen was a teaching assistant for Mat 301 - Materials Selection and
Design and also for Engineering 1. She is the coauthor of a paper presented at the 1994
SAE International Conference and Exposition.
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After graduate school, Ellen will be teaching Engineering I, an undergraduate
course here at Lehigh as a Visiting Instructor during the first summer session. After that,
she will embark on her career as an engineer with Ingersoll Rand's Materials Technology
Center in Phillipsburg, NJ.
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